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Introduction

Open Charm States

In the following overview the properties and nature of all
discovered candidates for the open charmD andDs states
are discussed.
Figures 1(a) and 1(b) show the respective mass spectra for
D andDs states. The circles represent the observed candi-
date states assigned to the spectra [1], while the predicted
mass values from the potential models of Godfrey and Is-
gur [2] and from DiPierro and Eichten [3] are also plotted.
Until 2003, only four states had been detected in theD sys-
tem and only four states were known in theDs system. The
parameters of these resonances were measured with good
precision. The values for masses and decay widths were
consistent with model predictions. After 2003 up to now,
a total of two newD candidates and four newDs candi-
dates were discovered. Two of the newDs states are nar-
row and have measured masses far from the theoretical val-
ues, which fueled new interest in the spectroscopy of open
charm mesons. Concerning the nature of these states, these
could be ordinary mesonic states, with improved theorical
calculations explaining their low mass. Other interpreta-
tions are based on an exotic four-quark configuration,e.g.
tetraquark states or a molecular combination of two quark-
antiquark pairs [4, 5].
Experimental observables needed to establish the nature of
D andDs states include the mass, total and partial decay
widths, spin-parity, isospin and mixing angles. Their mea-
surements will be discussed in detail in the following sec-
tions, while their interpretation is left to the theoretical con-
tributions.

Charm Production at B-Factories

The recently found open charm states were all observed
at largee+e− colliders. One was discovered by the CLEO
collaboration [6], the other five new states by theB-
factoriesBABAR [7] and Belle [8]. Belle is still operat-
ing, while BABAR ceased data-taking in 2008. The com-
bined data sample of these two experiments corresponds
to a total integrated luminosity of more than1 ab−1.
Both B-factories were designed to run at a center-of-mass
(CMS) energy of10.58 GeV for resonant production of
theΥ(4S) bottomium state. For some time, the CMS en-
ergy was changed, yielding resonant formation of thebb̄
statesΥ(2S), Υ(3S) (BABAR) andΥ(5S) (Belle) and non-
resonant production at lower energies for background stud-
ies.
The high integrated lumininosity of these experiments in
combination with a large cross-section for non-resonant
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Figure 1: Spectra for open charmD mesons (a);Ds

mesons (b). Plotted are resonance masses versus spin-
parityJPC . The circles show the experimental results, the
solid lines predictions from the potential model by Godfrey
and Isgur [2], the dashed lines predictions from DiPierro
and Eichten [3]. The dotted lines show theD0π andD∗π
thresholds for theD system and theDK andD∗K thresh-
olds for theDs system.
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cc̄ production (1.3 nb) at the CMS energy of10.58 GeV
yielded more than690× 106 cc̄ pairs in the case ofBABAR.
Also, with a cross section of1.05 nb, more than558× 106

bb̄ pairs were produced. Since ab-quark favoritely decays
into cW−, the decays are also a rich source for particles



with open or hidden charm. Together with detector com-
ponents capable of very good PID, vertexing and tracking,
the BABAR and Belle experiments provide thus excellent
opportunities for precise, high-statistic studies in the field
of charm physics.

The D Mesons

Overview

TheD mesons are composed of a heavy charm quarkc
and a light anti-up or anti-down quark̄q (charge conjuga-
tion is implied throughout the text). The nomenclature used
for this system isn2S+1LJ , wheren is the radial quantum
number,L corresponds to the relative angular momentum
between thēq- and thec-quark andS is the combined spin
Sc + Sq̄. In Heavy Quark Effective Theory (HQET) [10],
the spinSc decouples andjq̄ = L + Sq̄ is a good quan-
tum number. Mesons withL = 1 form two doublets with
jq̄ = 1

2 andjq̄ = 3
2 , respectively, in this model. The total

spinJ of aD meson is given asjq̄ + Sc.
For an angular momentum ofL = 0, jq̄ = 1

2 results, since
Sq̄ = 1

2 . With Sc = 1
2 , the total spinJ couples either

to 0 or 1. The D0 meson with spin-parityJP = 0− is
identified as the11S0 ground state, while the13S1 state is
the D∗. In the case of an angular momentum ofL = 1,
jq̄ can couple either to12 or 3

2 . For the total spinJ , val-
ues ofJ = 0 andJ = 1 are possible in the former, and
J = 1 and J = 2 in the latter case. For all fourP -
wave states, candidates have been discovered (D∗

0(2400),
D′

1(2430), D1(2420) andD∗

2(2460), respectively).
The jq = 1

2 statesD∗

0(2400) andD′

1(2430) must decay
via π − S wave, while thejq = 3

2 statesD1(2420) and
D∗

2(2460) have to decay viaπ − D wave in order to con-
serve parity and angular momentum. Therefore, small de-
cay widths for the members of thejq̄ = 3

2 doublet and large
widths for thejq̄ = 1

2 states are expected [9, 10]. This
is consistent with the observed properties of theD states
which are documented in more detail in the following sec-
tions.

D0, D+

The D0 and D+ mesons are identified as the neutral
and charged version of the11S0 D ground state with spin-
parity JP = 0−. This particle was already discovered in
1975 by the Mark I experiment incc̄ continuum events [11]
and is well studied. The current value for the mass re-
ported by the Particle Data Group (PDG, [1]) is(1864.84±

0.17) MeV/c
2 for D0 and(1869.62 ± 0.20) MeV/c

2 for
D+. The decay lengths arecτ = (122.9 ± 0.4) µm and
(311.8 ± 2.1) µm, respectively. Over 200 decay channels
have been studied so far, giving insight into weak decays
and yielding the first discovery ofD0 − D̄0 mixing by the
BABAR Collaboration [12].

D∗0, D∗+

TheD∗(2007)0 andD∗(2010)+ were observed for the
first time in continuum events by the Mark I experiment
in 1977 [13]. The spin-parity is consistent with1−, so
these resonances are assigned to the13S1 state. The
masses are reported as(2006.97 ± 0.19) MeV/c2 (D∗0)
and (2010.27 ± 0.17) MeV/c

2 (D∗+). For the total de-
cay width of theD∗0, an upper limit of2.1 MeV was ob-
tained. For theD∗+, the decay width is relatively low at
(96±22) keV [1], since the resonance mass lies just below
theD+π− threshold.

D∗

0(2400)0, D∗

0(2400)+

This state was recently discovered in 2004 inB− →

(D+π−)π− (Fig. 2a) by the Belle Collaboration, using
62 fb−1 of data [14]. The mass of the resonance (charged
version) was measured to be(2308±17±22)MeV/c2 and
a width of(276 ± 21 ± 63) MeV was derived.
The decay pattern has been used for an indirect estimation
of JP . Taking only two-body decays with open-charm fi-
nal states into account, aJP = 0+ state can decay due to
conservation laws only intoDπ and a1+ state only into
D∗π, whereas a2+ state can decay into either of these two
final states. TheD∗

0(2400) is seen only inDπ, from which
JP = 0+ is favored. The large width is consistent with this
finding; since the narrowjq̄ = 3

2 states are already occu-
pied, this resonance is assigned to the11P0 state.
The Focus collaboration has seen a similar resonance inγA
collisions [15] with decay widths of(240± 14± 35) MeV
and(283±24±34) MeV for the neutral and charged states,
respectively. The mass values(2407 ± 21 ± 35) MeV/c2

and(2403±14±35)MeV/c2, respectively, differ by about
100 MeV/c2 from the Belle result, so it is not completely
clear if these two states are indeed the same.

D1(2420)0, D1(2420)+

The Argus collaboration observed this state in 1986 in
continuum eventse+e− → (D∗π)X, D∗ → Dπ [16].
Belle has seen it inB− → (D∗+π−)π− (Fig. 2b) [14],
using62 fb−1 of data, and inB → (Dπ+π−)π− (Fig. 3)
with 145 fb−1 of data [17].
No decay intoDπ is observed, so the decay pattern rules
out0+ and2+. An angular analysis yields a spin-parity of
JP = 1+ [18]. The resonance is assigned to the13P1 state.
TheD1(2420) is not observed in color-suppressed decays
like B̄0 → (D∗+π−)ω [19].
The mass values are(2422.3± 1.3) MeV/c2 (neutral) and
(2423.4±3.1) MeV/c2 (charged), while for the width val-
ues of(20.4± 1.7) MeV and(25± 6) MeV are found [1].
Since there are two1+ states in theD system, mixing with
theD′

1(2430) is possible. From Dalitz-plot studies, a mix-
ing angle ofθ = (−0.10 ± 0.03 ± 0.02 ± 0.02) rad is
obtained [14].



Figure 2: Belle analysis ofB → D(∗)ππ. (a) The invari-
ant Dπ mass shows a large signal ofD∗

2(2460) and the
first evidence ofD∗

0(2400). (b) The invariantD∗π mass
shows first evidence ofD′

1(2430). Also, a large signal of
D1(2420) and a smaller contribution ofD∗

2(2460) are vis-
ible.

(a) ~

D′

1(2430)0, D′

1(2430)+

Evidence for this state was found by Belle in the decay
B− → (D∗+π−)π− (Fig. 2b), using62 fb−1 of data [14].
The mass of the neutral state is(2427± 26± 25) MeV/c2

and the width(384 ± 107 ± 74) MeV [1]. It is also ob-
served in the color suppressed decayB̄0 → (D∗+π−)ω,
which yields(2477±28) MeV/c2 for the mass and(266±
97) MeV for the width [19]. The decay pattern is consis-
tent with aJP = 1+ state. In combination with the large
width, this leads to the assignment as the11P1 partner state

Figure 3: Belle analysis ofB → Dπππ. The invariant
D0ππ mass shows a large signal ofD1(2420), but no con-
tribution ofD∗

2(2460).

of theD1(2420).

D∗

2(2460)0, D∗

2(2460)+

The heaviest resonance assigned to theD spectrum was
observed inγN → (Dπ)X by the Tagged Photon Spec-
trometer Collaboration in 1989 [20]. It was also seen by
Argus ine+e− → (Dπ)X continuum events ([21]) and in
B decays to(D∗+π−)π− and (D+π−)π− by Belle [14]
(Fig. 2a,b), but so far not in the color-suppressed decay
B̄0 → (D∗+π−)ω which shows theD′

1(2430) [19].
The decay pattern and the results of a angular analysis are
consistent with a spin-parityJP = 2+ [21]. The mass
values are(2461.1 ± 1.6) MeV/c2 for the neutral and
(2460.1 ± 3.0) MeV/c2 for the charged partner. For the
widths, values of(43±4) MeV and(37±6) MeV, respec-
tively, were obtained.
HQET predicts a polarization/alignment of thejq̄ = 3

2
states in continuum production. This was checked by Ar-
gus [21] and an upper limit forW3/2 - describing the helic-
ity population of the light degrees of freedom - was given
(W3/2 < 0.24), in agreement with theoretical predictions.

In this overview, we have concentrated on results ob-
tained in continuum production and hadronicB-decays.
All these states have also been examined in semileptonic
B-decays [22, 23], but with smaller statistics.

The Ds Mesons

Overview

The Ds mesons contain a heavy charm quark and a
lighter anti-strange quark. The nomenclaturen2S+1LJ

is the same as discussed above for theD system. The
strange quark couples with the angular momentumL to
js̄ = L + Ss̄, and the total spin isJ = js̄ + Sc.
The11S0 ground state is theDs state, whileD∗

s is identi-
fied as the13S1 state. Also known since ten years are the



resonancesDs1(2536)+ andDs2(2573)+, assigned to the
two js̄ = 3

2 states. As for theD system, decay widths for
these states should be small.
TheD∗

s0(2317)+ andDs1(2460)+, candidates for the two
missingjs̄ = 1

2 states, were detected in 2003. The mea-
sured mass values are far lower than predicted from poten-
tial models [2, 3]. The states lie below theDK (D∗K)
thresholds. This probably explains their observed narrow
widths, which are in contrast to theoretical expectations for
these states.
More recently, two additional new states in the higher mass
regions were detected which could so far not be assigned
to a certainJP value.

D+
s

The D+
s is the 11S0 ground state of theDs system.

The state was first observed by CLEO in 1983 [24] in
e+e− → (φπ)X continuum reactions. The high lumi-
nosity experiments of today provide large data samples
for precise mass and lifetime measurements and Dalitz
plot analyses; in total about 100Ds decay modes have
been studied so far. The current mass is stated asm =
(1968.49 ± 0.34) MeV/c2, with a decay length ofcτ =
(149.9 ± 2.1) µm [1]. The spin assignment ofJP = 0−

follows from angular analyses of theφπ andKK̄∗ final
states.

D∗+
s

First seen 1984 by the PEP-4 TPC detector ine+e− →

(Dsγ)X, Ds → KKπ [25], theD∗+
s is identified as the

13S1 state. Observed decay modes are consistent with
spin-parity of1−. The mass is measured as(2112.3 ±

0.5) MeV/c2 and an upper limit of1.9 MeV is given for
the width [1].

D∗

s0(2317)+

The detection of theD∗

s0(2317)+ is the first of the re-
cent new discoveries which triggered a lot of new interest
and activity in the field of open charm spectroscopy. The
first observation was in 2003 by theBABAR Collaboration
in e+e− → (Dsπ

0)X continuum events [26] (Fig. 4(a));
shortly afterwards the Belle Collaboration observed this
state for the first time inB-decays (B → (Dsπ

0)D and
B → (Dsπ

0)K).
The mass is(2317.8 ± 0.6) MeV/c2 and an upper limit
for the decay width of3.8 MeV is given [1]. The experi-
mentally obtained and validated mass value is too low com-
pared with old potential models (for example Refs. [2, 3]),
which were successful in describing the older known states.
Several new models work better in predicting the mass.
The low mass places this state below theDK threshold,
so that only isospin-violating and electromagnetic decays
are possible, resulting in a small decay width.
The decay pattern of observed and non-observed decay
modes favors a spin-parity ofJP = 0+. A study of the

angular distribution inB → (Dsγ)D decays confirms spin
0 (Fig. 4(b)) [27]. TheD∗

s0(2317)+ is thus assigned to the
13P0 state.
The spin assignment is thus settled, but the composition
of this state is still under debate. As an alternative to
a mesoniccs̄ nature, a molecular interpretation is con-
sidered. In the process of determining the isopin of the
D∗

s0(2317)+, no evidences for neutral and doubly-charged
isospin partner states were found byBABAR in D+

s π− and
D+

s π− final states [28]. An isospin of0 is inferred, which
is compatible with acs̄ quark content.
As far as the nature of the states is concerned (cs̄-states
or multiquark states), the measurement of production rates
and their comparison with theoretical predictions might be
helpful. The decay ratio

B(B0 → D−D∗

s0(2317)+)

B(B0 → D−D+
s )

(1)

was determined as≈ 0.1 [29], in contrast to HQET the-
ory [30], which expects a value of1.
A strange process, where both initial quarks undergo a
weak decay, is the reactionB0

→ D∗

s0(2317)−K+. Possi-
ble diagrams describing the process include PQCD factor-
ization W exchange or, alternatively final state interactions.
Also an exotic tetraquark formation is possible. The ratio

B(B0 → D∗

s0(2317)−K+)

B(B0 → D−

s K+)
(2)

was determined to be≈ 1, which surprises, given the larger
phasespace for the decay intoD+

s . It is different from
Eq. 1 and does not correspond to the arguments given in
Ref. [31].
The conclusion at this point is that acs̄ D∗

s0(2317)+ is
probable, but other explanations are not excluded.

Ds1(2460)+

This state was discovered by CLEO ine+e− →

(Dsπ
0)X [32] (Fig. 5(a)). Later, the Belle Collaboration

observed this state for the first time inB-decays (B →

Ds1(2460)K).
The mass is determined given as(2459.6 ± 0.6) MeV/c2

and the upper limit for the decay width is3.5 MeV [1]. The
mass thus lies below theD∗K threshold. As in the case of
the D∗

s0(2317), the measured mass is very low compared
with old predictions, while new models work better.
The decay pattern favors spin-parityJP = 1+. A number
of the allowed decays have not yet been observed, requiring
larger data samples in these cases. An angular distribution
study by Belle (Fig. 5(b)) favors spin 1 [27], and a similar
study byBABAR based on continuum events favors natu-
ral spin-parity [28]. Thus this resonance is assigned to the
13P1 state.
The ratio

B(B0 → D∗

s1(2460)+D−)

B(B0 → D∗+
s D−)

(3)



Figure 4: (a)BABAR analysis ofe+e− → D+
s π0X . The invariantD+

s π0 mass shows a large signal ofD∗

s0(2317)+. A
reflection fromDs1(2460)+ → D∗+

s π0 peaks directly under theD∗

s0(2317)+ signal. Other reflections are visible in the
lower mass region. (b) Angular analysis ofB → D∗

s0(2317)+D. The solid line shows the expected lineshape forJ = 0,
the dotted line that forJ = 1.

(a) (b)

was determined to be≈ 1/3, in disagreement with theoret-
ical considerations [30].
The mixing ofDs1(2460)+ with Ds1(2536)+ has been in-
vestigated in comparing its decays intoD∗

sγ andD+
s γ. The

former decay is possible only for the3P1 component of
D+

s1, the latter only for the1P1 component. The ratio

Γ(D+
s1 → D∗+

s γ)

Γ(D+
s γ)

(4)

was determined to be≈ 0.3 [33], showing a sizeable mix-
ing of the states.

Ds1(2536)+

This state was discovered in 1989 by the ARGUS col-
laboration ine+e− → (D∗K)X [34]. The first obser-
vation in B → D̄(∗)D∗0K+ decays was achieved by
the BABAR collaboration in 2003. The mass is given
as 2535.35 ± 0.34 ± 0.5 MeV/c2 and an upper limit of
2.3 MeV has been obtained for the width [1].
An angular analysis, based on347 fb−1 of data, is con-
sistent with spin 1 [35], while the non-observation of the
decay intoDK implies an unnatural spin-parity. The mass
lies near the prediction for the11P1 state, so thatJP = 1+

is assigned for this state.
Both in B decays and in continuum reactions, large sig-
nals are observed (Fig. 6), making precise measurements of
the mass and width possible. Preliminary results from an
analysis ofe+e− → (D∗+K0

S) at BABAR using232 fb−1

of data include an improvement for the mass difference
m(Ds1(2536)+)−m(D∗+) by an order of magnitude and

also a first direct measurement of the decay width [36].
The Ds1(2536)+ can mix with the other1+ state
Ds1(2460). This mixing was investigated in analyzing
the angular distribution of the decayDs1(2536)+ →

D∗+K0
S [37]. As in the case ofD∗

2(2460)+, the D+
s1-

resonance is produced from the continuum with a (small)
polarization/alignment. A fit to the 3-dimensional angular
distribution allows the extraction ofW3/2 and the ratio of
D-wave toS-wave amplitudes. The ratioD/S was found
to be(0.63±0.07±0.02)× exp(±i(0.76±0.03±0.01)),
demonstrating a clear mixing between theD+

s1 states. The
S-wave dominates in its contribution to the total width
ΓS/Γtotal = 0.72 ± 0.05 ± 0.02, which is also influenced
by the small energy release in theD+

s1 → D∗+K0
S decay.

This value is in contrast to HQET predictions.

Ds2(2573)+

Not much is known about theDs2(2573) which was first
seen by CLEO in 1994 ine+e− → (DK)X continuum
reactions [38]. No angular distribution was studied, but
the only observed decay intoDK is consistent with natu-
ral spin parity and the measured mass is consitent with the
prediction for the13P2 state, thusJP = 2+ is inferred.
A large Ds2(2573)+ sample from the reactione+e− →

(DK)X was collected byBABAR based on240 fb−1 of
data (Fig. 7), yielding an improved measurement of the
mass ((2572.2± 0.3 ± 1.0) MeV/c2) and the decay width
((27.1 ± 0.6 ± 5.6) MeV) [39].



Figure 5: (a)BABAR analysis ofe+e− → Dsπ
+π−X . The invariantDsπ

+π− mass shows large signals ofDs1(2460)
andDs1(2536). (b) Angular analysis ofB → D∗

s0(2460)+D. The solid line shows the expected lineshape forJ = 1, the
dotted line that forJ = 2.

(a)

(b)

DsJ(2700)+

BABAR observed this state ine+e− → (DK)X (see
Fig. 7), based on a data sample of240 fb−1 [39]. A mass of
(2688± 4± 3) MeV/c2 and width of(112± 7± 36) MeV
was obtained. From the final state, a natural spin parity
is inferred. Belle made a similar observation inB+ →

(D0K+)D̄0 with a mass of(2708 ± 9 ± 10) MeV/c2 and
width of (108±23±33)MeV [40] (see Fig. 8a). This anal-
ysis was based on a data sample corresponding to414 fb−1.
An angular distribution study based on this data sample fa-
vors spin 1 (Fig. 8b). These two analyses are likely observ-
ing the same state.
A possible interpretation of theDsJ (2700)+ is the
23S1 radial excitation of theD∗

s which is predicted at
2720 MeV/c2 [2, 41]. The state might also be the1− chi-
ral doublet state to theDs1(2536) 1+ state, predicted at
2720 MeV/c2 [42]. More analyses are necessary to con-
firm or reject any of these models.

DsJ(2860)+

The last of the recently discovered states was only ob-
served byBABAR in e+e− → (DK)X so far (see Fig. 7),
using240 fb−1 of data [39]. The measured mass and width
are(2856.6±1.5±5.0)MeV/c2 and(108±23±33)MeV,
respectively. The final state observed implies a natural spin
parity. The state was not seen inB → (D0K+)D̄0 decays
by Belle, analyzing a data sample of414 fb−1 [40]. This
could be due to a high total spinJ of this resonance, which
would result in a suppressed production inB decays.

Outlook

New observations made in the recent years yielded a
number of open charm states which could be identified as
the missing states of theD andDs spectra. Still, a number
of open questions are remaining.
To differentiate between the models explaining the particle
parameters and composition, accurate measurements of the
mass, partial and total width are mandatory, which are still
not available in some cases, mainly due to limited statistics.
Hadronic and radiative transitions from higher mass states
into D∗

s0(2317)+ andDs1(2460)+ have to be studied to
provide more clues on the nature of these states. Also tests
of the mixing scheme for the open charm1+ and2+ states
are necessary.
The tools already available for these studies are ongoing
data analyses atBABAR , Belle, Cleo, CDF and D0. High-
luminosityB-factories,e.g. LHCB for Bs studies, will also
provide large charm-containing data samples in the future.
The same applies for direct charm production inp̄p colli-
sions at PANDA/FAIR, enabling high precision measure-
ments of decay widths not affected by the detector resolu-
tion [43].
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Figure 7: InvariantDK mass from the analysis ofe+e− → (DK)X by BABAR . a) D0K+, D0
→ K−π+; b)

D0K+, D0 → K−π+π+π+, c) D+K0
S . The spectra show a largeDs2(2573)+ signal. The structure at theDK thresh-

old is a reflection fromDs1(2536) → D∗K. In the higher mass region, signals fromDsJ (2700)+ andDsJ(2860)+ are
visible. The inserts show the signal region of the latter resonance in close-up view, while the yellow histograms show the
DK mass using candidates fromD sidebands. In the first plot, the dotted line represents the distribution obtained from
Monte Carlo simulation data.

Figure 8: a) InvariantDK mass from theB+ → (D0K+)D̄0 analysis by Belle, showing a large signal ofDsJ (2700)+.
No DsJ (2860)+ is visible. b) Angular distribution forDsJ(2700)+. The solid line is for spin 1, the dashed lines for spin
0 (flat) and 2.


